
NEWH - Milano Chapter 
 
Altido (www.stayaltido.com), one of the founding members of Milan’s chapter of NEWH is engaged in a 
project created by 6 short term rent Italian companies. They offer free of charge rooms or apartments to 
physicians and nurses working against Covid-19, which are in quarantine or which do not want to take any 

chance of infecting their families.  
Translation: 
 

Physicians and nurses … 
#stayatourhome  
Booking mail stateacasanostra@gmail.com 
 
Italian companies  
of short stay rents  
to support healthcare workers fighting  
with Covid-19 
 
A benefit initiative of:  
Altido, CleanBnB, Halldis, Italianway, Sweetguest Nad wonderful Italy 

  



#StateACasaNostra: from the Italian big players of short term rental, the solidarity initiative dedicated to 
doctors and nurses 
Six short-term rental apartment management companies team up to offer free of charge the 
accommodation they manage to doctors and nurses engaged in the fight against Coronavirus in major 
Italian cities from north to south. 
 
 
Milan, March 16, 2020 - Altido, CleanBnB, Halldis, Italianway, Sweetguest and Wonderful Italy, six of the 
main Italian companies managing short-term rental apartments, have signed an agreement to support 
the effort of medical and nursing staff committed to fighting the spread of Coronavirus and contribute, 
with its professional management activities, to the dramatic moment that the country is experiencing. 
 
The six companies in fact make the apartments they manage in Milan, Padua, Venice, Bologna, Turin, 
Genova, Florence, Rome, Naples, Palermo, Syracuse and Catania available to doctors and nurses directly 
involved in the hospital treatment of Coronavirus. The cost of renting the properties will be totally 
absorbed by the sponsoring companies, which will ask guests only for the contribution for final cleaning 
and sanitization. In addition, the sponsoring companies have also informed the regional health 
institutions of the initiative. 
 
“The feeling of national unity that we are witnessing in these days is a sign of a country and a people 
who do not want to give up on anything, and we professionals in the short-term rental market want to 
make our contribution. Not only an initiative, but a concrete gesture of closeness and encouragement for 
a category, that of doctors and nurses, who is struggling every day without stopping. They are the real 
heroes to be supported at the most in these very intense and crucial days for the life of many Italian 
citizens. We take inspiration from them so as not to stop and improve what we have built today, in view 
of the future recovery of Italian tourism ". Said Davide Ravalli, Altido Co-Founder & Head of M&A. 


